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General Aviation Update

What is General Aviation?

“General aviation commonly refers to that part of the aviation
industry that engages in activity other than commercial air
transport activity. This may include small charter operators,
aeromedical operators, agricultural aviation businesses,
aviation-based fire-fighting services, training and aerial work
such as aerial photography and surveying. It also includes

private, business, recreational and sports aviation activity.”
(Department of Infrastructure)

• Note that Maintenance & Manufacturing is not mentioned
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The Department’s definition is based on a “classification
of operations” definition whereas general aviation also
includes additional ICAO “classification of activities” like:

• Airport Services
• Air Navigation Services

• Civil Aviation Manufacturing (includes design 
activities)

• Aviation Training (All disciplines)
• Maintenance and Overhaul; and
• Provision of Regulatory Functions.
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General Aviation Activities are at a crisis point today
• Based on BITRE statistic reports on General Aviation

• 2010 – 2015 = 443,900 less hours flown, an 18% reduction
• Includes Gyrocopters, Hang Gliders (only increase), Gliders, 

Ultralights & General Aviation
• GA alone flew 308,200 hours less during this period

• This lack of hours flown is a lot of annual and 100 hourly maintenance 
inspections & maintenance not being carried out. 

• This downward trend has continued between 2015 to present
• The next generation of LAMEs are not available 
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Where are the GA Pilots?
No Part 61 Independent Flight Instructors as in FARs

• Any FAA approved flight instructor, whether associated with a flight 
school or not, may train a student under Part 61 regulations.

• Of the entry level certificates [pilot licences], you can obtain a 
Recreational or a Private certificate under either set of 
regulations. Part 141 does not provide provisions for the Sport pilot 
certificate, therefore, training for this certificate is done under Part 
61

• Without many students learning to fly (was possible under ANRs 

pre CARs) the lack of new pilot training means less aircraft 
flight hours
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Will the downward trend continue?

• Fully dependent on government’s regulatory reform.
• Current CASA Executive positive & supporting adoption.
• Regulatory action must be done quickly.

• However, the way forward is being considered by CASA.
• General aviation growth may be slow to recover.
• Training changes are being negotiated with Education

• Training changes are crucial to meet shortages.
• Aerospace IRC last week initiated changes.
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Harmonisation by adopting the appropriate regulatory 
system

Adopting maintenance standards important
• AMROBA’s position is to adopt the US maintenance system with 

some exemptions to adopt controlled FBO system
• CASA Part 66 PIR outcomes will now adopt the EASA Part 66 to 

overcome licencing issues. Separate theory & practical.
• Enables harmonisation, especially in this Region.

• For the first time in a decade, CASA and industry seem 
to be on the same page.
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What does adoption mean?
1. Design Engineering regulations are to be amended

to fully adopt the CS Part 21 Subpart J.
• CASA went EASA against the will of designers.
• Did not fully adopt EASA system.
• EASA CS 21 J harmonises with FAR Part 183
• This opens global markets & aids global 

recognition
• Design engineering affects all sectors.
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What does adoption mean?
2. Manufacturing requirements in CASR Part 21 to be 

amended to re-harmonise with FAR Part 21.
• FAR Part 21, source for CASR Part 21, was 

heavily amended in October 2009
• FAR modernised so their manufacturers’ could 

better partake in the global aviation 
manufacturing market

• Cost benefit @ 2009 figures were $96.5M to 
$2.0M implement costs.  
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Turning the Corner
Based on positive support from CASA’s Executive for
the two previous engineering projects there is now a
new environment that will facilitate change.
Most small GA maintenance organisation do not
propose to employ an apprentice next year.
Last weeks Aerospace IRC TAC provided
guidance/direction to amend current diploma to add
electives so each CASA licence can be achieved
under the VET qualification system
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Conclusion
AFTER A DECADE OF REGULATION DEVELOPMENT,
HARMONISATION AND ‘ADOPTION’ OF THE APPROPRIATE
REGULATIONS MUST & MORE THAN LIKELY WILL HAPPEN.

• Engineering disciplines; design, manufacturing,
maintenance, licencing and training must, and are
being proposed to harmonise with international
training standards that will stabilise this industry.


